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Cassida Uno offers IR detection for easy
currency authentication
(Tualatin, OR) Mar. 1, 2105 — Cassida Corporation today introduced its Uno Infrared Counterfeit
Detector which instantly ensures retailers, banks and cash processing centers that the paper currency
they are taking is, in fact, genuine.
The Uno is a state-of-the-art detector that identifies infrared (IR) security marks that are present on
authentic currency, but are invisible to the naked eye. Users simply place paper bills of any
denomination under the high resolution monitor to instantly confirm bills have the required infrared
markings.
“The Uno can help protect cash processing businesses from taking counterfeits,” said Matt Goldfain,
product marketing manager for Cassida. “All newer US bills have specific IR markings, but you can’t see
them without the Uno and its powerful IR detection.”
The invisibility is what makes IR one of the most advanced security features used on US currency. The
marks are not believed to be counterfeited.
“The Cassida Uno makes counterfeit detection easy because it reveals the required infrared markings on
bills.” Goldfain added. “One glance at the bills on the monitor and you’ll know whether the bill you’re
handed is real or suspect.”
The Uno is designed to work in busy cash handling stations. Cassida engineered it to be compact enough
to fit next to the register and make it easy for cashiers to quickly view results. The large, built-in monitor
emits high resolution images, leaving no doubt as to whether currency has the required IR security
marks.
“An Uno Counterfeit Detector, with its powerful IR detection, can really give retailers and cash
processing centers assurances that the bills they’re taking are genuine,” Goldfain said.
About Cassida Corporation
Cassida Corporation designs and markets money handling equipment including: currency counters, coin
counters, and counterfeit currency detection devices. Since 1999, Cassida has used its research and
experience in money security to assure accuracy in the most demanding counting environments on the
globe, across multiple countries and currencies. The corporation’s North American operations are in
Tualatin, Oregon. For more information go to CassidaUSA.com or call (888) 800-0303.
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